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Quantum electrical transport in samples of limited dimensions
D. F. Holcomb
Department of Physics and Laboratory of Atomic and Solid State Physics, Cornell University, Ithaca,
New York 14853

~Received 13 July 1998; accepted 29 September 1998!

The ability to make electrically conducting structures of ever smaller size by nanofabrication
techniques~the playground ofmesoscopic physics! has brought with it entry into a wonderful new
range of unexpected quantum phenomena. Interpretation of these phenomena requires full
recognition of the wave nature of electrons and requires keeping track of the phase coherence of the
electron wave functions and/or the discreteness of electron energy levels in samples of interest.
Happily, many of the phenomena can be observed through the use of very straightforward
experimental probes—commonly the dc electrical conductivity or conductance, and the Hall effect.
The phenomena are observed in samples with one or more dimensions comparable to either the
electron wavelength~up to 40 nm for carriers at the Fermi energy in some semiconductors! or the
inelastic scattering length of the carriers~as large as many microns in some systems at low
temperatures!. Ohm’s law is no longer a firm guide to current–voltage relationships, and the
Drude–Sommerfeld picture of electrical conduction is superseded. Many of the interesting
phenomena are seen in samples of either two-dimensional~i.e., a third dimension is of the order of
or less than the electron wavelength! or one-dimensional nature~either a tight, short constriction in
the conductor or a longer ‘‘quantum wire’’!. In certain one-dimensional structures, one may have
ballistic transport between input and output connections, and the quantum character of the electron
motion is fully displayed. Planck’s constanth appears in the characteristic quantum of electrical
conductance,e2/h. In two dimensions, the addition of a large magnetic field produces the
remarkably deep and still somewhat mysterious Quantum Hall Effect, characterized by the quantum
of resistance,RK5h/e2525812.8V. Other examples of the observation of electron interference
and diffraction phenomenawithin solid materials are briefly highlighted. This short tutorial
treatment emphasizes observed phenomena rather than details of the theoretical structures used to
interpret them. ©1999 American Association of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Discovery of the Quantum Hall Effect~QHE! in 19801 by
von Klitzing, Dorda, and Pepper signaled the arrival o
new era in the study of the fundamentals of electron tra
port in electrical conductors. A new combination of fund
mental constants of nature appeared. In certain t
dimensional~2D! conductors~that is, systems in which th
third dimension of the system is of the order of or sma
than the Fermi wavelengthlF), the Hall resistance,Rxy , if
measured as a function of magnetic fieldB or as a function of
areal carrier densitynA , was found to have the stairca
structure shown in Fig. 1~a!. These measurements were ma
with the experimental setup represented in Fig. 1~b!. The
values ofRxy in the flat regions of the ‘‘treads’’ in Fig. 1~a!
were found to be described by the relationship

Rxy[VH /I x5
h

ie2 5
25 812.80

i
V, ~1!

where i takes integral values. Many experimental meas
ments ofRxy tell us that the quantum factorh/e2 in this
relationship isexact, that is,Rxy is fully determined by the
fundamental constantsh ande.

The second remarkable feature of Fig. 1~a! is the form of
Rxx5Vx /I x as a function ofB. This longitudinal resistance
evidently vanishingly small over the ranges ofB in which the
value ofR lies in the flat region of a step.

Fig. 1. ~a! Chart recordings of voltagesVH andVx @see~b!# as a function of
Bz for a GaAs–AlGaAs heterojunction atT51.2 K. Source–drain currentI x

is 25.5 mA, charge density in the 2D electron layer,nA55.631011 cm22.
@From M. E. Cage, R. F. Dziuba, and B. F. Field, IEEE Trans. Instr
Meas.IM-34 , 301 ~1985! © IEEE, reproduced by permission.# ~b! Model
experimental setup for acquiring data such as shown in~a!.
xy
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The cascading growth of techniques to producemes-
oscopicsystems, systems in which one or more dimensio
is of the order of or smaller than the Fermi wavelength,
the elastic scattering length of the carriers,l el , or both, led to
an explosion of experimental studies of new phenomena
which the quantum wave nature of electrons plays an es
tial role. We are now directly observing electron interferen
and diffraction effectsinsidea bulk conductor—a new realm
of observation.

In mesoscopic systems in which electron transport is c
fined to asingledimension~achieved through the fabricatio
of narrow constrictions or of ‘‘quantum wires’’!, the e2/h
combination was observed, in the form of quantized levels
conductance in these one-dimensional~1D! systems. Figure
2~a! is an example of the relevant observations published
1988 by two groups, one at the Phillips Resear
Laboratories2 and one at the Cavendish Laboratory
Cambridge.3 In these measurements, there is no magn
field applied. Figure 2~b! sketches the experimental arrang
ment needed to generate the required 1D constriction in e
tron flow pattern. It was found that the electrical condu
tance,G, of these 1D transmission systems is given by
quantum relationship

G5m2e2/h, ~2!

wherem is again an integer. In studies to date, this relatio
ship has not been found to have the clean precision of
fundamental QHE relationship, Eq.~1!. The apparent reason
for this failure to experimentally realize the perfect integ
quantum relationship of Eq.~2! are discussed in Sec. III B.

A variety of experiments in three-dimensional~3D! mate-
rials as well as in the lower dimensional samples dem
strate directly the wave nature of the electron, by means
observation of interference and diffraction effects. In th
paper, we touch on the 3D manifestations only briefly.

.

Fig. 2. ~a! Data for electrical conductance,G5I /DV, of the structure shown
in ~b!, as a function of gate voltage,V. ~Data taken from Ref. 2.! ~b! Sketch
of typical experimental setup used to acquire data such as shown in~a!. The
‘‘split-gate’’ geometry was introduced by Thorntonet al. ~Ref. 14!.
279D. F. Holcomb
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The stance of this paper is fundamentally a phenome
logical one. I will focus on descriptions of the experimen
findings and the explanation thereof in terms of mod
which are consistent with currently accepted theory, but
frequently stop short of a full exploration of the nuances. I
assumed that the reader has a working knowledge of mo
of the behavior of electrons in metallic conductors and se
conductors, at the level of Kittel’s text.4 For a deeper study
of topics treated herein, the reader will be, from time to tim
directed to one of several original research papers~selected
from the, literally, hundreds which have been publishe!,
suitable technical reviews, or monographs.5,6 Many of these
references, as well as several hundred other papers, app
the fully annotated compendium of references in the 1
Resource Letter7 by C. T. Van Degrift and M. E. Cage.

One might well ask, ‘‘Why now?’’ What features of th
modern, mesoscopic systems and modern experimental
niques have prepared the way for exploration of this n
regime of electron transport phenomena? Here are some
portant ones.

~1! The semiconducting materials~primarily silicon and
gallium arsenide! upon which the world of mesoscopic phy
ics rests have several intrinsic properties which favor ob
vation of quantum effects. Mobile electrons in these mat
als have long Fermi wavelengths which bring quant
phenomena to the fore more easily than in ordinary me
These materials can be prepared in states of high chem
purity and relatively perfect lattice structure. The high carr
mobilities required for observation of a number of the effe
which I will treat depend on such relatively perfect materia

~2! These basic effects are much enhanced by the mo
experimental techniques of fabricating materials layer
layer in a fully controlled fashion. With suitable extern
voltage-gating techniques, the electrons can be confine
layers with several critical properties—thickness compara
to the mobile electron wavelengths, reduced scattering to
courage the exceedingly large mobilities required for ob
vation of several effects, and control of carrier concen
tions by an external ‘‘knob,’’ the voltage gate.

~3! Another factor of importance in some cases is the
cessibility of experimental temperatures in the 10-mK–1
range made possible by the modern3He–4He dilution refrig-
erator. A number of the phenomena of interest are quic
obscured if thermal excitations or thermally encouraged s
tering plays a significant role.

For mesoscopic samples with varying geometries and
ferent arrangements for attachment of electrical leads, fa
nating quantum interference phenomena, including man
tations of the Aharonov–Bohm effect, are found. In stud
of samples of ‘‘zero dimensions’’~i.e., all three dimension
of a sample comparable to or smaller than the electron w
length,lF), the ‘‘quantum dot’’ field arose. In this paper,
shan’t treat either of these last two sets of phenomena. W
and Washburn have given8 a very nice tutorial discussion o
the Aharonov–Bohm phenomena. Study of the quantum
systems focuses primarily on distributions of electron ene
levels or on intersystem electron transport, rather than tr
port within the material itself. Thus the study of the quant
dot systems falls somewhat outside the purview of this
per. A short introduction to the matter of energy levels h
been given by McEuen9 and a full review of the matter o
electron transport into and out of quantum dots can be fo
in an article by Kouwenhovenet al.10
280 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 4, April 1999
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II. BACKGROUND

Review of models of electron transport:~1! The Drude–
Sommerfeld model.In order to establish a well-defined sta
ing point, we review briefly certain key features of th
Drude–Sommerfeld model of electrical conduction in me
lic systems.11 In this model, assuming a single relaxatio
time t and associated mean free pathl for the scattered car
riers, we can write an expression for the electrical cond
tivity s,

s5nem5ne2
t

m*
5gS e2

t

m*

kF
3

6p2D 5gS e2

h

kF

3p D kFl ,

~3!

wheren andm have their usual significance. In the last for
of the expression, quantum mechanics appears as a res
the transformation of the termnt/m* to its appropriate
equivalent for a system of free electrons governed by
Pauli principle.kF is the Fermi wave vector,g is a degen-
eracy factor.~When one has degeneracy, more electrons
be packed into the volume ofk space characterized byk
,kF . In the simplest case,g52 to allow for the two elec-
tron spin directions.!

In my discussion, particularly in Secs. III and V, the d
tinction between elastic scattering~no energy loss by the
electron, hence preservation ofuku and retention of wave
function phase information! and inelastic scattering~energy
exchange with lattice, phase scrambling! will be important,
particularly at low temperatures wheret inelastic@telastic. Fig-
ure 3 displays a cartoon which may assist in sensing
transition from the realm of the Drude–Sommerfeld pictu
first to the quantum world in which full attention to electro
wave phenomena is important and ultimately to the world
ballistic transport—no electron phase breaking between
rent injection contact and current extraction contact.12

~2! Characteristic length scales.Observability of many of
the phenomena of interest in both the 2D systems~Quantum

Fig. 3. Three types of electrical conduction characteristic of partic
length-scale relationships.~a! Conventional Drude–Sommerfeld conductio
in a metal at moderate temperatures.tin,tel. ~b! At low temperatures, quan
tum interference effects appear whentin@tel, andl f5(Dtf)1.2. ~c! Ballistic
transport through a section of lengthL. l f. l el.L. There is some specula
surface scattering.
280D. F. Holcomb
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Hall Effect! and 1D~quantized conductance! systems is con
trolled by the relationships among a number of differ
length scales which will characterize the regime in wh
various effects are observed. The length scales of interes

I dimensions of the sample—L,w,t,
I wavelength of electrons at the Fermi surface,lF ,
I the elastic scattering length for the carriers,l el ,
I the phase coherence length for the carriers,

lw5~Dtw!1/2,

where D (the overall diffusion constant)5vF
2t/2, and tw

5t in is the phase coherence time, the time between inel
scattering events. We are implicitly working in a regime
which t in@tel>t, i.e., the situation shown in Fig. 3~b!. Note
that the idea of an inelastic scattering length, defined al in
5vFt in , is not useful in this regime. While this figure mig
evoke images of billiard ball scattering in the reader’s mi
I emphasize that satisfactory models for phenomena tre
in this paper require full consideration of wave properties
the electrons.

I The so-called ‘‘magnetic length’’ for the carriers,l B

5(\/eB)1/2.

~This magnetic length is the classical radius of an orbi
energy\vc/2, the ground state energy of the quantum cyc
tron system.!

Table I gives values of some of these characteristic len
for various materials.

With these five length scales at our disposal, we can id
tify relationships among them which are necessary in o
to produce regimes within which phenomena of our inte
are visible. These are tabulated in Table II.

III. 1D BALLISTIC CONDUCTION IN
CONSTRICTIONS „REF. 13… AND QUANTUM
WIRES

Figure 4 displays a schematized version of the split-g
arrangement of Fig. 2~b! with which data such as that of Fi
2~a! are obtained. The thicknesst describes a layer of elec

Table I. Typical relevant lengths and other data in several 3D and
systems.a

Property Copper
GaAs inversion

layer Si MOSFET

Fermi wavelength 0.46 nm 40 nm 35–112 nm
Electron mobility 50 cm2/V s

~300 K!
'106 cm2/V s 104 cm2/V s

mfp l5vFt 102– 104 nm 102 nm
Phase coherence
length lf5(Dtf)1/2

Uncertain 40–400 nm~1 K!

Cyclotron radius,

\kF

eB
~at B510 T)

93103 nm 10 nm 4–12 nm
~depends onnA ,
controlled by
gate voltage!

Magnetic length
lB5(h/eB)1/2

8 nm ~at B510 T)

Electron effective
mass

'me 0.07me 0.2me

aMost data for GaAs and Si MOSFET taken from Table I, p. 7 of Ref.
281 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 4, April 1999
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trons bound near the AlGaAs–GaAs interface shown in F
2~b!. The potential well at that interface~discussed in more
detail in Sec. IV! captures the electrons in a quantum sta
ing wave state so that their motion is limited to the 2D bo
tie of Fig. 4. The further channeling of electron motion to t
constriction of widthw is forced by the negative potential o
the split gate of Fig. 2~b!. At values ofw comparable to the
Fermi wavelength of the electrons, standing wave states
established in that direction as well. We have then create
system with the traveling wavek vector restricted to the line
running through the constriction—hence the waveguide a
ogy. The constriction forms a ‘‘one-dimensional conducto

DTable II. Effects of various length relationships.

Regime Phenomenon Comments

L,w,t@ l@lF 3D—ordinary Drude–
Sommerfeld conductivity

L,w,t@ l@lF

B large,vct,1
3D—ordinary Hall
effect

L,w,t@ l<lF

B50
3D—strong scattering,
Ioffe–Regel limit

Conductivity becomes
diffusive ~jump
distance'atom
spacing! when l<lF

L,w,t@ l@ lB@lF

B large,vct@1
3D—quantum
magnetotransport
effects visible

For example,
Schubnikov–de Haas,
de Haas–van Alphen

L,w,. l@lF't
B50

2D system, standing
waves inz direction,
ordinary D–S
conductivity in 2D
layer

Realized in Si
MOSFETs,
GaAs-GaAlAs layers

L,w. l@lF't@ lB
~B large!

2D system, electron
standing waves in thez
direction, resolved
Landau levels, realm
of Integral Quantum
Hall effect

Realized in Si
MOSFETs,
GaAs–GaAlAs layers

lf@ lel>L@w'lF't
B50

Ballistic transport in
1D, quantization ofG,
model of G a la
Landauer

Realized in split-gate
system, quantum wire
carbon nanotube

Fig. 4. Schematic picture of constriction in conduction electron occupa
of the interface layer in a GaAs/AlGaAs heterojunction, the constrict
being formed by the setup shown in Fig. 2~b!. Quantum conduction channe
are formed in the constriction, with occupancy of successive waveg
modes controlled by the gate voltageV shown in Fig. 2~b!.
281D. F. Holcomb
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We note that true ballistic transport through the constrict
~i.e., no elastic scattering from defects! is required in order to
observe the stair-step structure of Fig. 2~a!.

Transport through the constriction of Fig. 4, measured
the conductance ratioI /DV, generates the quantum condu
tance steps of magnitude 2e2/h shown in Fig. 2~a!. ~The
factor 2 represents the effect of the two degenerate
states for each electron waveguide mode.! I emphasize tha
this phenomenon should be thought of as a quantizatio
conductancenot conductivity. The term ‘‘conductivity’’ im-
plicitly invokes the concept of a local property of a mater
which governs charge flow in response to a local elec
field. The conductanceG is the ratioI /DV, where I is the
total current in the constriction andDV the potential drop
between entrance to and exit from the constriction.

A. ‘‘Conduction as transmission’’

Key to a satisfying model of the quantum conductan
steps is a picture in which the 1D constriction or quant
wire is viewed as a waveguide for transmission of elect
quantum waves between an entrance reservoir and an
reservoir. The waveguide dimensiont shown in Fig. 4 is se
by the thickness of the electron layer in the GaAs/AlGa
heterojunction and the widthw is controlled by the voltageV
applied to the split gate, shown in Fig. 2~b!.

B. Quantization of G, the conductance

The waveguide picture is very naturally handled quant
tively by the ‘‘conduction as transmission’’ model, who
development rests~in a not very transparent fashion! on early
work of R. M. Landauer.14 We assume that the layer thic
ness t and electron density are such that only the low
t-controlled energy band is occupied. In the transverse
mension, the width of the constriction is controlled by t
gate voltage. Increasing that width generates additional
dered states with energies determined by the values ofw and
Fermi wavelengthlF . The quantum conduction modes cha
acterized by the two quantum numbers set by values oft and
of gate voltage, respectively, are called ‘‘channels.’’

Figure 4 envisions a two-terminal measurement, in wh
DV is measured between an input reservoir which supp
currentI to the constriction and an exit reservoir which e
tracts that current.It is important to note that the conduc
tance G is a property of theassemblageof input and output
reservoirs and constriction. It is asystemproperty, not a
property of a particular material.

1. A model for G

If we assignm as the quantum number of a particu
channel in the waveguide, the current transmitted via
channelm can be expressed as

I m5evmS dn

dED
m

Dm, ~4!

wherevm is the group velocity of an electron at the Fer
energy in channelm, (dn/dE)m is the appropriate density o
states~per unit length! at this value ofEF ~neglecting spin
degeneracy for the moment!, and Dm is the difference in
electrochemical potential between the channel input re
voir and the channel output reservoir. If we then write
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m

5S dn

dkD S dk

dED5
1

2p

1

\vm
, ~5!

Eq. ~4! becomes

I m5e
1

2p\
Dm. ~6!

@In 1D, (dn/dk)51/2p.]
Establishing the value ofDm by applying a voltage differ-

enceDV between the input and output reservoirs gives

I m5
e2DV

2p\
. ~7!

Thus

Gm5
I m

DV
5

e2

2p\
5

e2

h
. ~8!

This derivation was made without regard to channel num
m. If the electron density and channel widthw are such that
N waveguide channels are populated, the total conductan

G5S 2e2

h DN[NG0 . ~9!

The factor 2 has been inserted to count the two spin st
which can be accommodated in each channel.

2. Observing the quantum conductance steps

We can now see what is going on in Fig. 2~a!. A larger
value of the negative voltage on the split gates squeeze
effective value of the widthw ~see Fig. 4! and, thus, depopu
lates the channels at larger quantum numbers. As that
age is made less negative, as shown in Fig. 2~a!, more and
more channels are populated and the conductanceG rises in
integral steps as given in Eq.~2!. We note that the uniform
spacing of the quantized values ofG arises from the fact tha
the density of states in a 1D system is the constant facto
~1/2p! used in Eq.~6!.

The arrangement suggested by the model of Fig. 4 is
one of a variety of physical structures that can be trea
using the ‘‘conduction as transmission’’ picture introduc
by Landauer. The relationship given above as Eq.~9! implic-
itly assumes smooth flow of current from supply reserv
through the constriction to the exit reservoir. More genera
G can be written as

G5S 2e2

h D( Tj , ~10!

whereTj is a transmission coefficient for injection of curre
into the j th of theN occupied channels.15

In experiments with the split-gate constrictions, ho
closely does the measured value ofG match the quantum
conductance factor 2e2/h? The data of Fig. 2~a! imply that
the values ofTj are all unity for the particular sample stru
ture shown in Fig. 2~b!. Beenakker and van Houten16 de-
scribe some of the reasons why the measured values
differ from the actual value of 2e2/h by 1% or more. I list
here some of the relevant factors.

~1! Electrons must enter and leave the constriction fr
and to subsystems in local equilibrium. In the idealized c
striction of Fig. 4, the equilibration occurs seamlessly a
there is no reflection at the entrance to the constrict
282D. F. Holcomb
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whereas for a real system this reflection will occur, dim
ishing the conductance given by Eq.~9!. Even with the adia
batic transmission of Fig. 4, extra voltage drops that re
from the attachment of real voltage probes in the equilibr
regions at some distance from the constriction~as in Fig. 4!
will add small iR drops to the value ofDV in Eq. ~9!, giving
a smaller measured value of the quantum factore2/h.

~2! The model of ballistic conduction~see Fig. 3! assumes
specular reflection at the boundaries of the constriction
small amount of backscattering may compromise the pe
conductance. If there is true ballistic conduction, the cond
tance should be independent of the length of the 1D sec
Such is not found to be the case experimentally.

The arrangement sketched in Fig. 2~b! and the model o
Fig. 4 represent a ‘‘two-terminal’’ arrangement in which c
rent supply and voltage measurement use the same in
output connections. Equation~9! applies to such an arrang
ment. Reference 6, pp. 106–109, expands the discussi
include the four-terminal configuration, in which curre
leads and voltage measurement probes are separate.

Following the initial experiments with split-ga
constrictions,2,3 conductance steps have also been obse
in a number of other systems.

~1! A longer ~2 mm!, more ‘‘wirelike’’ construction was
contrived in the GaAs system by Yacobyet al.17 by means o
a very elaborate fabrication process. By application of
eral gate voltages, electrons were confined in two dimens
to form the ‘‘wire.’’ The conductance steps were genera
by varying one of these gate voltages in order to contro
number of occupied channels. The steps, however, occ
at conductance levels typically 15% less than the 2e2–h
quantum value. Such a result is not inconsistent with
picture we have been developing. Observation of the 2e2/h
quantum value requires perfect transmission (T51) into the
appropriate 1D channel. Imperfect transmission~or losses in
the incoming leads in a two-terminal measurement! would be
expected to lower the conductance. I think there is e
reason to believe that the stairstep behavior reported in
17 arises from the same basic quantization ofG seen in the
split-gate configuration of Refs. 2 and 3.

~2! Conductance steps have been observed in extraord
ily fine gold wires18 produced by a delicate separation o
gold tip from a gold film with which the tip is in contact.
another related but charmingly simple scheme,19 steps have
been observed in the conductance between two macros
wires in loose contact. The wires are made to separat
vibration of the assembly. The conductance between wir
monitored as a function of time in the course of breaking
contact, and is seen to exhibit downward steps of magn
2e2/h as the wires separate.

~3! Most recently and most dramatically, the unit quant
conductance, 2e2/h, has been observed20 in studies of con
ducting carbon ‘‘nanotubes.’’

Both of these latter experiments are, again, two-term
measurements of the value ofG, and thus subject to th
small departures fromG0 that may appear as a conseque
of losses in entering and departing electrical leads, or
departures from perfect ballistic transmission which m
cause values ofTj in Eq. ~10! to decrease slightly from unity

C. A connection to optics

Historically, wave phenomena have been studied mos
tensively using electromagnetic waves in the optical wa
283 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 4, April 1999
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length region. The Phillips Labs group has taken seriou
the search for optical analogs of the electron quantum w
phenomena which form the core of this article. For examp
a description of the optical analog of the electron behav
shown in Fig. 2~a! is given in an article inNature.21

IV. THE ‘‘INTEGRAL’’ QUANTUM HALL EFFECT
„IQHE …

A. Special characteristics of 2D systems

1. Homogeneous 2D conductors

Consider the thin plate sketched in Fig. 5. If it is a hom
geneous 3D system, for current flowing as shown, the po
tial difference,Vab , will be given by

Vab5RI5S r
L

wtD jwt, ~11!

wherer is the resistivity andj is the current per unit cross
sectional area. If the current is constrained to a 2D fl
pattern, the symbolj now represents the current per un
width. ~In the systems of our interest, the constraint to
charge flow is imposed by the establishment of a quan
standing wave in thez direction, whent<lF .) Thus

Vab5RI5S r2DL

w D jw. ~12!

The resistivityr2D now has the dimensions of ohms and
usually called ‘‘the resistance per square.’’ This phrase
flects the fact that for a 2D system, the resistance ofany
square of the material, regardless of its size, isr2D . ~In a
square conductor of sideL, as L increases, increase in th
current path lengthL is just balanced by a wider transpo
path, and the resistance is independent of the value ofL.! For
a homogeneous 2D sample of lengthL and width w, the
resistanceR is given byR5r2DL/w.

In a two-dimensional conductor~with k vectors restricted
to thex–y plane!, Eq. ~3! becomes

s2D5nAem5nAe2
t

m*
5g

e2

h

kFl

2
. ~13!

~Carrier density per unit area isnA .) The significance of the
combination of fundamental constants,e2/h, is highlighted

Fig. 5. Configuration of a 2D sample. The sketch defines symbols use
the text.
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in the 2D case. In a ‘‘good’’ conductor, we will have th
condition kFl @1, and for a very poor conductor,kFl<1.
Thus we see that the boundary between ‘‘good’’ and ‘‘poo
conductors is marked by the quantum conductance fa
e2/h. Note that the quantitys2D has units (ohm21) and is,
thus, a conductance. That is,

s2D5G5
~ total current!

DV
.

2. Localization of charge carriers in 2D systems

In 1979, Abrahams, Anderson, Licciardello, and R
makrishnan~AALR !22 put forward a provocatively sweepin
theoretical model of the behavior ofG, the electrical conduc
tance of a disordered conductor in theT50-K limit. Its con-
clusions are particularly relevant to electron transport p
cesses in 2D and 1D, a primary subject of this paper
particular, AALR concluded that for a 2D system atT
50 K, with no magnetic field present, the conductance o
square of side,L, G(L), would decrease exponentially wi
L at sufficiently large values ofL. That is,

G~L !}e2L/L0,

whereL0 is, thus, alocalization length. ~Remember that in a
conventional picture of a homogeneous 2D conductor,G is a
fixed number for a square ofany dimension.!

From a simple, geometrical point of view, a qualitati
difference between the 3D and 2D situations is not too
prising. Paths of electron escape from a scattering even
more restricted for conduction in the 2D plane.

This prediction of AALR has taken a prominent place
discussion ofG2D and has provoked many experimen
tests. A very recent set of experiments with Si metal-ox
semiconductor field-effect transistors~MOSFETS! of par-
ticularly high quality~mobility m.33104 cm2/V s) reported
by Kravchenkoet al.23 shows G approaching a constan
value as the temperatureT nears 0 K and gives a stron
suggestion that for such real materials the prediction
AARL is not borne out.~However, it is wise to remind our
selves that all experimental samples have an upper limitL
set by the sample dimensions. One cannot rigorously exc
the possibility that the localization lengthL0 is large com-
pared to the sample dimensions.! A provocative note from
this work of Kravchenkoet al. is that the dividing line in
conductance between samples which are metallic aT
→0 K and those which are insulating is

G>0.5e2/h.

The characteristic scale for quantum conductance,e2/h,
again appears.

I emphasize that both the AARL model and the exp
mental results of Kravchenkoet al. treat situations withB
>0. We’ll note later that a large magnetic field is expected
alter the localization properties.

3. Physical realization of 2D systems

There are two prime systems in which the 2D elect
system has been neatly generated and intensively studie
Si MOSFET and the GaAs/AlxGa12xAs heterostructure
Treatments of these systems are found in a numbe
sources.24 I remind the reader of their configuration a
properties with the sketches of Fig. 6. In the Si MOSFE
284 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 4, April 1999
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the carrier electron system is confined to a 2D layer in the
device by an electric field perpendicular to the Si base
potential well of roughly triangular shape is formed at t
SiO2–Si interface, within which the required quantized e
ergy levels are created. This 2D layer is a so-called ‘‘inv
sion layer,’’ in which the free charges are electrons, e
though the doping of the Si is nominallyp type. In the
AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructure, a similar, roughly triangu
well is formed in the GaAs layer. In this case, the elec
field which generates the inversion layer in the GaAs is g
erated internally as a consequence of the different band
for GaAlAs and GaAs and the appropriate doping of Al
~donors! and GaAs ~acceptors!. Modulation doping of
AlGaAs places impurity scattering centers well back fro
the inversion layer, giving the very high mobilities in th
GaAs heterostructure.

4. Electronic subbands in 2D systems

The triangular potential well generated in the Si MOSF
or in the GaAlAs/GaAs interface restricts electron travel
the 2D space. Figure 6~c! gives a qualitative picture of the
relevant quantum levels. The fundamental physics is tha
an electron contained in a 1D box, even though the shap
the wave functions generated by a calculation of the ene
levels in the triangular potential is obviously different. T
lowest ‘‘standing wave’’ state is occupied at low electr
concentration. Higher energy levels are reached either
packing more electrons into the layer or by an appropr
form of excitation. The different energy levels provide t
so-called ‘‘subbands’’ seen in various quantum conduct
or optical phenomena.~We use the term ‘‘bands’’ becaus
the k vector of the electrons may still range overkx–ky
space without constraint.!

B. Effects of magnetic fields in 2D„Ref. 25…

With the addition of a magnetic fieldB to a driving elec-
tric field E, the charge carriers feel the Lorentz force,F
5e@E1(v3B)#. An obvious consequence is the appeara
of circular, interscattering, paths of cyclotron radius

Rc5
p

eB
5

\kF

eB
,

with a cyclotron frequency

vc5
eB

m*
. ~14!

kF is the wave number of a carrier at the Fermi surface of
relevant conductor andm* is the effective mass of the ca
riers.

At low temperatures the scattering timet can be suffi-
ciently long thatvct@1. In that case, well-defined cyclotro
levels are formed. Quantization of these cyclotron lev
gives the energy equation,

\2

2m* ~kx
21ky

2!5
~n1 1

2eB!

m*
, ~15!

where the integern runs up fromn50.
Historically, the effects of Eq.~15! gave the first direct

evidence of quantum effects in electrical transport—the m
netotransport phenomena called the de Haas–van Alp
and Schubnikov–de Haas effects. The quantization re
284D. F. Holcomb
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Fig. 6. Experimental realizations of systems with
electronic conduction.~a! Configuration of a typical S
MOSFET, and the resulting electron energy structur
the nominallyp-type Si. Electron density in the 2D ‘‘in
version layer’’ immediately adjacent to the insulati
SiO2 layer is controlled by the gate voltage,VG . ~b!
Configuration of a typical AlxGa12xAs/GaAs hetero-
structure, and the resulting electron energy struc
across the interface. Electron density in the invers
layer in the GaAs block is controlled by th
Al xGa12xAs band gap and doping levels.~c! Schematic
of a triangular potential well formed in either of th
structures, Si MOSFET or AlxGa12xAs/GaAs hetero-
junction. The exact shape of the potential and of
wave functions for the various subband energies will
course, depend on the characteristics of the partic
interface.
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sented by Eq.~15! is described in terms of the so-calle
‘‘Landau levels,’’ which form a substructure in the band
one-electron, Bloch states in a chunk of metal.

1. Landau levels

In a 3D sample, the quantization of the conduction el
tron energy levels by the magnetic field into the cyclotr
levels @Eq. ~15!# shapes the spherical Fermi surface ink
space into a series of coaxial cylinders, as shown in Fig. 7~b!.
In the 2D systems, the quantization takes a particularly cl
form. Here, wherekz is always zero, the 3D coaxial cylinder
collapse into concentric rings, with gaps ink space between
the occupied states, as shown in Fig. 7~c!. ~Note that in 3D,
there are no actual gaps in values ofk2, since values ofkz
are unrestricted. Thus there will not be gaps in theenergy
distribution, whereas in 2D these gaps are evident.!
285 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 4, April 1999
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The separated ‘‘Landau levels’’ in the 2D system form t
underpinning of the IQHE.

~I follow here a treatment given by Hook and Hall26 which
is particularly well-suited for the level of this article.!

With the Landau levels well separated, one wants to
amine how the total number of conduction electron sta
distribute themselves among those levels. The numbe
states ink space in an intervaldk, per unit area, in the ab
sence of a magnetic field, is given by the expression

g~k!dk5
k dk

2p
. ~16!

The kinetic energy is\2k2/2m. The density of states in
energy per unit area becomes

g~e!5g~k!
dk

de
5

m*

2p\2 . ~17!
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When a magnetic field is added, the total energy of
electron can be written as

E5Ez1~n11/2!\vc6mBB. ~18!

In this expression,Ez represents the energy of the stand
wave state in thez direction—the source of restriction of th
motion to 2D. We’ll assume that all electrons are accomm
dated in the lowest of theseEz subbands and will not furthe
consider this energy. The second term is the cyclotron
ergy, with quantum numbern, and the last term is the Zee
man energy of the electron.

Figure 8~a! and ~b! suggests the subsequent story.
electron states over a range of energy\vc collapse into each
Landau level, with\2k2/2m5\2kn

2/2m. Because the zero
field density of energy states in 2D is independent ofe @see
Eq. ~17!#, there will be the same number of energy states
unit area in each Landau level. Using the symbolNL to des-
ignate this number, the average density of states with m
netic field on isNL /\vc . Equating this to the last form
given in Eq.~17!, we have

Fig. 7. States ink space occupied by conduction electrons, in three si
tions: ~a! Free electron states in an isotropic, 3D metal,B50. The electrons
are uniformly distributed ink space within the Fermi sphere, up to the sha
~at T50 K) Fermi surface.~b! Application of a large magnetic field in thez
direction condenses the electron states ink space of~a! into cylinders con-
centric around thez axis. While there are regions ofk vectors now excluded
there are no actual gaps in values ofk2, hence no gaps in kinetic energy.~c!
In a 2D system, withk vectors constrained to thex–y plane, the cylinders
of ~b! collapse into concentric rings, with gaps in kinetic energy between
rings.
286 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 4, April 1999
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NL5
eB

h
. ~19!

This expression counts the spinless states which appe
the sketches of Fig. 8~a! and ~b!. Each of these states i
actually a doublet, to accommodate the two spin directio

Side comment: One can write Eq.~19! in an alternative
form,

n

wL
5

eB

h
, or n5

eBLw

h
5

eF

h
,

where n is the total number of states/Landau level in t
sample andF the total flux through the sample. We see th
n measures the total flux in units of the flux quantum,h/e.

Remember that the value of the Fermi energy,EF , is con-
trolled by the electron density,nA . Therefore, for an arbi-
trary value ofnA we expectEF to fall somewhere within one
of the Landau levels—these levels will, of course, be bro
ened from the sharpness of the simplest model by, for
ample, scattering of the circulating electrons.

2. Transport effects of magnetic field B

With the fieldsE5(Ex,0,0) andB5(0,0,Bz), the Drude
drift velocity equation is

dvD/dt52e/m* @E1~vD3B!#2vD /t. ~20!

Treating Eq.~20! by components, restricting charge motio
to thex–y plane, gives

dvDx /dt52e/m* ~Ex1vDyBz!2vDx /t,

dvDy /dt5e/m* ~vDxBz!2vDy /t5~ in steady state!, 0.

Consequently,

vDx /vDy5~m* /eBz!1/t5~vct!21[tanfH , ~21!

-

e

Fig. 8. Density of electron states/unit area/unit energy,g(E), in the 2D
system.~a! With B50, the spinless density of states has the constant va
m* /2p\2. ~b! With a large value ofB, the states of~a! coalesce into the
Landau levels, with some broadening due to such things as lifetime effe
sample impurities, etc.~c! If the sample has fluctuations in local bindin
potentials sufficient to generate large numbers of localized states with e
gies spread widely, the neat structure of~b! spreads out, with electron state
sucked out of the Landau levels and spread over the full range of ener
286D. F. Holcomb
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wherefH is often called the ‘‘Hall angle.’’ Note that ast
becomes longer~as it would normally do as the temperatu
of a material drops toward 0 K!, vD becomes more nearl
perpendicular toE. However, in a typical Hall experiment,
nonzero value ofEy ~the ‘‘Hall field’’ ! appears as a conse
quence of sample boundaries which block charge flow in
y direction.

The circulatory effects of thev3B term require a tenso
description ofs andr. We write

j5s•E and E5r• j where the tensor~r!5~s!21.

In the presence of a magnetic fieldB5(0,0,Bz), the con-
ductivity tensor is given by

s5S sxxsxysxz

syxsyysyz

szxszyszz

D
5

nAe2t

m* S 1

11vc
2t2

2vct

11vc
2t2 0

vct

11vc
2t2

1

11vc
2t2 0

0 0 1

D . ~22!

The resistivity tensorr5s21 is found by inverting the
conductivity tensor. After doing so, the individual elemen
can be usefully expressed in terms of the elements ofs,

r5S rxx rxy

ryx ryy
D ,

where

rxx5ryy5
sxx

sxx
2 1syx

2 , rxy5
syx

sxx
2 1syx

2 . ~23a!

In the limit t→`, sxx approaches zero, andsxy

→2(1/vct)(nAe2t/m* ). Thus, in this limit,

rxy5S 0
1

syx

2
1

syx
0
D

5S 0
vct

nAe2t/m*

2
vct

nAe2t/m*
0

D 5S 0
B

nAe

2
B

nAe
0
D ,

~23b!

where I have replacedvc with its equivalent,eB/m* . Note
thatrxx alsoapproaches zero. The curious situation in wh
both sxx andrxx approach zero is a consequence of the f
that if the scattering goes to zero, the electron drift veloc
becomes orthogonal to the plane ofE andB. To paraphrase
Hook and Hall,27 application of a longitudinal electric field
Ex generates only a transverse currentI y , (sxx50)—or: ap-
plication of a longitudinal current generates only a transve
field, Ey(rxx50).

The last form for ther tensor in Eq.~23! represents the
classical Hall effect in the longt regime. The ‘‘Hall coeffi-
287 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 4, April 1999
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cient,’’ RH5rxy /B51/nAe, measures the carrier concentr
tion nA , as we expect.~Remember that in 2D,rxy is a resis-
tance, measured in ohms.!

C. Extended and localized electron states

Some of the ideas critical to our present model for t
IQHE arise from the extensive experimental and theoret
studies of the localized electron states which occur in no
nally conducting materials. The wave function of such a st
has a modulating envelope which can be characterized
multiplier of the form exp(2r/j), where r is the distance
from the electron’s potential center andj is the ‘‘localization
length.’’ Because such localized states are central player
our present understanding of the IQHE, a short discussio
localized states is appropriate. Much of the previous stu
has been directed toward 3D systems, but the concepts
mechanisms are applicable to systems of lower dimensio
ity.

Appearance of the localized states may arise from one
several features of the material under study and, very imp
tantly, the additional effects of a large magnetic field. Giv
here is a short list of sources of localization in materials
zero magnetic field.

~1! In perfectly periodic systems: An energy gap in t
conduction band may open as a consequence of either st
correlation effects~the Mott–Hubbard metal–insulator tran
sition! or temperature-induced crystal structure change~e.g.,
the material V2O3—Ref. 28!.

~2! In structurally disordered systems: Localized sta
may appear as a consequence of a spread in local ele
binding energies~‘‘Anderson localization’’!, a spread gener
ated by the structural disorder. Experimental identification
materials in which the localization arises from this featu
alone is difficult, because electrons in most real syste
have sufficient electron–electron interactions to invoke f
tures of the Mott transition. Both qualitative reasoning29 and
numerical calculations30 suggest that the densities of electro
energy states when these localized states are present m
follow a pattern suggested by Fig. 9.

~3! In nonstoichiometric materials, such as heavily dop
semiconductors or a number of chemically mixed transit
metal oxides~e.g., NaxWO3 or La12xSrxVO3), the localized
states can often be thought of as being generated by a fa
of linkage from one impurity electron binding site to anothe
Said another way, the localization in such systems is a c
sequence of a variation in values of off-diagonal matrix e
ments of the Hamiltonian~i.e., transfer integrals! as opposed
to a variation in diagonal matrix elements~i.e., energies of
states! in systems described in paragraph~2! above. Percola-
tion models are useful for these impurity systems.

Fig. 9. A sketch of an electron energy band in a disordered material,
conducting and localized states, separated by the so-called ‘‘mobility ed
287D. F. Holcomb
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The presence of a large magnetic field is expected to a
the balance between extended and localized electron s
Long-known is the so-called ‘‘magnetic freeze-out’’ effe
occasioned by a reduction of dimensions of electron orb
by thev3B force.31 A more complicated effect working to
ward delocalizationarises from the effects ofB in breaking
the time-reversal symmetry of electron scattering events.
effects of this push toward delocalization are enhanced in
in comparison with 3D systems.

D. The Quantum Hall state

1. Observations

We’re now prepared to return to a discussion of the
markable features of Fig. 1~a!—plateaus in values ofrxy and
zeroes in values ofrxx . ~I will not include a discussion o
the so-called ‘‘fractional’’ Quantum Hall Effect, in whic
additional plateaus appear at values ofi which are ratios of
integers. Theoretical models needed for such a treatmen
well beyond the scope of this paper. Those models req
explicit and thorough treatment of electron–electron inter
tion effects.32!

Figures 1~a! and 10 show experimental data collect
from high quality ~i.e., long electron scattering length!
samples of GaAs–GaAlAs at two different temperatures,
K for Fig. 1 and 8 mK for Fig. 10. In Fig. 1~a!, VH is a
measure ofrxy andVx is a measure ofrxx . These two fig-
ures characterize the dramatic facts of the IQHE with wh
we have to come to terms.~Comment: The origina
observations1 of the IQHE were based on observations in
MOSFETS. Most experiments since that time have used
GaAs system, in which substantially longer values ofl f are
achievable. However, the MOSFET observability is imp
tant because in the MOSFET one can control the occupa
of the Landau levels by changingeither the magnitude of the
magnetic fieldB or varying the conduction electron conce

Fig. 10. VoltagesVH ~measured byrT) and Vx ~measured byrL) as a
function ofBz for a GaAs–AlGaAs heterojunction atT58 mK. The sharp-
ness and width of plateaus, and the wide segments ofB over which Vx

5rL should be compared with matching data atT51.2 K in Fig. 1~a!.
@Reprinted from K. von Klitzing, Physica B, C126, 242 ~1984!, with per-
mission from Elsevier Science.#
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tration by varying the gate voltage. This feature permits o
to test the applicability of the Landau level model.B controls
NL @Eq. ~19!# andnA controls the energy position ofEF .)

~1! On the characteristic stairsteps ofrxy5Rxy , the values
are Rxy525 812.8V/ i , where i 5 integer. This value has
been reproduced to very high precision and with agreem
by many investigators in different laboratories. In fact, t
international measurement standards community has
shifted gears so that the reproduction of the value of the o
is nowdefinedin terms of measurement ofRxy .33,34 Specifi-
cally,

1V[
RK

25 812.807
,

where I have now adopted the symbolRK , the ‘‘von Klitzing
constant,’’ to represent the experimental value of (VH /I x) on
the i 51 IQHE plateau at low temperature.@See Eq.~1!.#

~2! Over the plateau width inDB, rxx is essentially zero
for values ofT near 0 K—that is, the longitudinal voltag
drop between measurement probes,Vx , vanishes.

~3! As the temperature is lowered, the plateaus beco
wider, the steps between them sharper, and the rangeB
over whichrxx differs from zero becomes narrower and na
rower. At temperatures and values ofB such thatrxy lies on
one of the flat plateaus and the value ofrxx is zero, we
characterize the system as being in the ‘‘Quantum H
state.’’

To this point, I have ignored the effects of the Zeem
splitting, the last energy term in Eq.~18!. In footnote 5 of
Ref. 25, Eisenstein gives a clear, compact discussion of
effects of the Zeeman splitting on the observed plateau st
ture.

2. Interpretational model

In order to avoid getting lost in the weeds in discussion
a complicated, subtle and almost surely not yet comple
understood phenomenon, it is useful to begin with a short
of the crucial legs upon which a credible explanation of t
IQHE depends.~All of these effects were individually well-
known before the discovery of the IQHE, but their signi
cance in 2D systems became apparent only after that dis
ery.!

~1! Application of a strong magnetic field normal to th
surface of a 2D electron system condenses the energy le
in a free electron system into discrete and well-separa
groups—the 2D Landau levels.

~2! The motion of electrons in crossedE andB fields, with
B perpendicular to the plane of the sample, is fundament
anisotropic and has an intrinsic circulatory component. M
especially, as the electron scattering time,t, becomes very
long, the electron drift velocity becomes orthogonal to t
plane ofE andB.

~3! Any real conducting material, because of a certain
gree of structural disorder~impurities, structural defects
etc.!, is likely to have a certain number of localized ele
tronic states as well as the primary delocalized~conducting!
electron states. The localization properties are strongly
fected by the presence of a large magnetic field. Energy
els associated with these localized electron states sprea
from the well-defined Landau levels of the extended, tra
port state. They play a central role in supporting the sh
IQHE plateaus, as we shall see.
288D. F. Holcomb
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3. Filled Landau levels—the essential source of the
quantization

Soon after the discovery of the IQHE, the experimenta
observed plateaus in values ofrxy were identified with suc-
cessive Landau levels in the sample. Our Eq.~19! recorded
the fact that each successive Landau level has a total nu
of states per unit areaNL5eB/h. Thus, if we use the intege
i to label the successive levels, the total number of elec
states ini levels will be ieB/h. We postulate that each pla
teau of Fig. 1 is associated with the filling of one of t
successive Landau levels.

There arenA carriers to distribute among thei Landau
levels. When thei th level is just filled, we have the relation
ship

nA5 iNL5 ieB/h. ~24!

Thus, at those special values ofnA andB that satisfy these
equations and that place the value ofEF in the gap between
two Landau levels, therxy tensor becomes

rxy5S 0
h

ie2

2h

ie2 0
D . ~25!

While this simple argument produces the values ofrxy seen
in the IQHE, it is obviouslytoo simple. It should be valid
only at the special values ofB at which a Landau level is
exactly filled, whereas experimentally the plateaus in val
of rxy extend over a broad range of values ofB. But the
argumentdoessuggest that we are on the right track by
cusing on the quantization of the Landau levels as a ce
component in a full explanation.

4. Zero longitudinal resistivity

I noted in Sec. III B that as the value of scattering timet
becomes very large, bothsxx andrxx approach zero, even i
the Drude–Sommerfeld model. In the Quantum Hall state
carrier scattering processes appear to be systematically i
ited, giving us t→` and a lossless current between t
voltage-sampling electrodes which measureVx . @Fig. 1~b!#.

So far, so good, but the two central phenomena of
IQHE, rxy5Rxy5h/ ie2 andrxx5Rxx50, beg for further ex-
planation. The argument that associates the plateau le
with filled Landau levels would appear to apply only for t
particular values ofnA andB which exactly fill the level. At
other values, the Fermi level would apparently lie within
particular, partially filled Landau level. But experimental
the plateau extends over a substantial range ofB for GaAs
heterostructures, or ofB or nA for the Si MOSFETs. And in
the case of zero value forrxx , how is the inhibition of carrier
scattering achieved? One answer for this double conund
can be found in the special role of a certain concentratio
localized electron states.

5. The localized states—capturing the Fermi level away
from a Landau level

By now ~18 years after the discovery of the IQHE! it ap-
pears certain that the existence of localized electron stat
the 2D samples is crucial to observation of IQHE. The
sence of the model is represented in Fig. 8~c!, which sketches
289 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 4, April 1999
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out a density of electron states that is plausible on the b
of earlier studies of localized states and is sufficient to d
scribe the QHE observations.

Only mobile electrons, whose energy lies in the natu
width of the Landau levels, participate in the Hall transpo
effects. If we construct a thought experiment in which t
field B is slowly raised, we will stretch out the rungs of th
Landau ladder, pulling them one by one up through t
Fermi energyEF , which is controlled by the total electron
densitynA . With a sufficient number of localized states,EF
will fall in the range of these localized states over a bro
swath of values ofB. The Quantum Hall state is maintaine
by the electrons which lie in the extended states near
Landau level energy. The nonzero width of the transitio
from one stairstep to another in Fig. 1~a! is associated with
the small range ofB over whichEF actually lies in the nar-
row range of the conducting states. The total inhibition
inelastic scattering of electrons in the conducting states
naled by the conditionrxx50 arises from the absence o
nearby, empty energy states into which itinerant electro
can scatter.

It has been, and remains, very difficult to make and int
pret sufficiently illuminating microscopic measurements
independently work out the energy level structure and spa
distribution of the localized states. But there are two kinds
experiments which provide evidence that the ‘‘localized st
model’’ does provide an essential mechanism for keeping
Fermi level away from the Landau levels.

~1! Comparison of the data of Fig. 10 with those of Fi
1~a! displays the strong temperature dependence of sharp
of the stairsteps. At 8 mK, the range ofB over which the next
Landau level is filled is much sharper than in the 1.2-K da
of Fig. 1~a!. This behavior is qualitatively consistent with th
localized state model, since one expects electrons in so
weakly bound localized states to be excited to conduct
states at the higher temperature, compromising the sharp
of the peak of conducting Landau states.

~2! Direct experiments byadding sources of localized
states: Furneaux and Reinecke35 added extra Na1 ions at the
surface of a Si MOSFET 2D layer, and found the plateaus
be widened by this addition. This result is consistent with t
idea that additional localized states would push the mobi
edge up in energy so as to narrow the energy range of L
dau level conducting states, thus narrowing the field span
the transition regions and broadening the plateaus.

At this point, a ‘‘first-level’’ model of the IQHE is com-
plete. Section IV E addresses important but more intric
questions of why real measurements with real and someti
messy probes on real samples produce the clean experim
tal data onrxx andRxy . A description of a possible mecha
nism by means of which electrons in the extended, Land
level states carry the longitudinal current while maintaini
the rxx50 condition is sketched out.

E. Microscopic nature of the Quantum Hall state

The localized state model as presented in its simple fo
in the preceding section leaves unanswered a variety of q
tions. Some of these questions immediately arise when
begin to investigate the microscopic nature of the Quant
Hall state—e.g.,~1! why is the exact quantization in terms o
h/e2 so robust—a firm value seen by many observers
many different laboratories with many different sample
The exact spatial distribution of localized states or their d
289D. F. Holcomb
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tribution in energy does not seem critical—why not? Wh
can be said about the nature of the imperfections which g
erate the localized states?~2! What are the actual patterns o
electrical potential and current distribution in the 2D electr
gas which support the Quantum Hall state? Relevant q
tions center around practical issues associated with real m
surements on real samples.

These questions turn out to be deep and not easily
swered. They have occupied the thoughts of many ski
observers and theoretical interpreters in the years since
first observations of the IQHE, and continue to do so. A f
presentation of the best current understanding is beyond
scope of this paper~and beyond the competence of the a
thor!!. I can, however, sketch out some of the relevant id
and models, and give the reader some connections to re
literature that describes ongoing research.

I believe it is fair to say that a sharp understanding of
sources of the localized states is a piece of unfinished b
ness. Thus, that subject is not ripe for a discussion in a p
of this sort.

Investigations of the patterns of spatial distribution
electric potential and currents in the Quantum Hall state
experimental samples have been carried out by many ex
mentalists. These investigations continue, because of a n
ber of nagging uncertainties. We’ll briefly survey two of th
central issues.

~a! Samples in the common ‘‘Hall bar’’ configuration36

~with or without tabs for contact points! have finite
values of the width. What is going on at the boundar
of the sample, aty56w/2? @See Fig. 1~b!.#

~b! What is the spatial distribution of the injected curre
which generates the Hall voltageVH? Can we describe
the current distribution in ways which are consiste
with experimental observationsand with the two key
results—quantization ofRxy and rxx50? Are there
specific requirements for making current injection a
voltage measurement contacts?

1. Spatial distribution of longitudinal Hall current in the
‘‘Hall bar’’ configuration

Measuring they dependence of the current density,j x(y),
in samples occupying a Quantum Hall state and developm
of appropriate theoretical models to match the measurem
have been important issues from the earliest days of
IQHE. A model postulating charge transport in quantum m
chanical ‘‘edge channels,’’ conceptually similar to the qua
tum channels for transport in 1D systems, grew up sho
after the discovery of the IQHE. We’ll outline the ideas b
hind this model, and briefly describe the current experim
tal state of affairsvis-à-vis observation of these current
which reside very near the sample edge—within a dista
from the sample edge roughly equal to the magnetic len
l B . But, before doing so, it is important to clarify some ele
trical features of the 2D Hall systems which differ qualit
tively from the more familiar 3D samples. These featu
produce a background complexity in the current distribut
which require one to interpret experimental measurement
j x(y) carefully.

In the 3D Hall effect, the exterior surfaces of the sam
transverse to the current direction behave in a rather be
fashion. A plausible model envisions a buildup of positi
charges of uniform areal density at one face and nega
charges at the other face. These charges generate a un
290 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 4, April 1999
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electric field through the sample, just large enough to b
ance the Hall fieldv3B.37 It should be noted that this
simple, intuitive model does not, in fact, quite correct
handle fields at the sample edges, even in the 3D case.
the 2D situation is intrinsically more complicated, nev
mind the specific quantum effects such as the edge chan
to be discussed in Sec. IV E 2. In a 2D sample, a first-le
model now starts with alinear charge density at the samp
edge. The resulting electric field is now neither unifor
within the 2D sample, nor even naturally limited to th
sample material itself. It will, in general, spread into su
rounding space. Figure 11 shows the electric potential res
ing from this first-level model, in a plane formed by tw
long, parallel, line charges of opposite sign. The simple c
culation leading to Fig. 11 is, of course, unrealistic in that t
potential and electric field blow up as one approaches
line charges. It is clear that the unbalanced charge distr
tion at either edge will spread into the material, reducing
sharpness of the potential~and field! rise.

A more serious calculation of a self-consistent value
potential, V(y), across a sample has been carried out
MacDonald, Rice, and Brinkman.38 To quote from their ab-
stract, ‘‘Using a Hartree approximation we derive a se
consistent equation which describes the charge, current
Hall voltage@V(y)# distributions in a two-dimensional elec
tron gas with filled Landau levels’’~i.e., a sample in the
Quantum Hall state!. The general shape of their result fo
V(y) is, in fact, quite similar to that of Fig. 11.

I turn now to experimental measurement ofV(y). In order
to obviate perturbative effects generated by the attachmen
voltage probes at various positions across the sample, F
tein et al.39 probed the value ofV(y) with a scheme which
uses a fine laser beam and the Pockels effect. Figure
taken from Ref. 6, shows the central outcome of their exp
ment as well as the results of a model calculation which i
slight simplification of the approach of MacDonaldet al.38

Having determined the potential, the longitudinal curre
distribution j x(y) can be obtained from the equation

j x~y!5
nAe

B

]Vy

]y
. ~26!

~The source of this equation is described in Appendix A!
Application of Eq.~26! to the shape ofV(y) shown in Fig.

Fig. 11. A plot of potentialV(y) in a plane between two line charges o
opposite sign parallel to thex axis.V(y) is the sum of the two appropriate
logarithmic expressions~see the text!. The plot is cut off before it reaches
either edge of the plane—in this simple model,V(y) blows up at either
edge. Scales for values of bothV(y) andy are in arbitrary units.
290D. F. Holcomb
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12 leads to a current distribution which is strongly peak
near the sample edges—a result which complicates inve
gations of the postulated edge currents to be discussed in
following paragraphs.

Using Eq. ~26! to determine values ofj x from Fig. 12,
Fonteinet al. found that two-thirds of the total current wa
carried in the steep regions ofVy near the sample boundarie
and one-third in the interior region.

Fonteinet al. give the spatial resolution of the measur
ments of Fig. 12 as 70mm. This length interval is too large
to permit use of these results to test the applicability of
edge channel model described in Sec. IV E 2. However, th
results describe an overall current pattern within which mo
els appropriate to measurements with finer resolution m
fit.

In preparation for the following discussion of edge cu
rents, we should note, however, that the characteristic len
scale over which substantial changes inV(y) occur ismuch
larger than the magnetic length,l B , which turns out to char-
acterize the depth within which one expects the edge curr
to flow. MacDonaldet al. explicitly eschewed consideratio
of the edge currents in their paper.

2. Phenomena at sample edges—transport in ‘‘edge
channels’’

Figure 13 gives a model of a Hall bar with appropria
contacts for injecting current and measuring relevant vo
ages. First suppose that no net currentI x is being injected.
The labeled ‘‘edge currents’’ flow as a consequence of
existence of the edges which interrupt the cyclotron orb
These currents represent part of the diamagnetic circula
set up in the course of turning on the fieldB. In a semiclas-
sical picture, they are formed by the so-called ‘‘skippin
orbits.’’ 40 We expect these currents to flow near the sam
edge in a layer of thickness equal to roughly the radius o
cyclotron orbit.~Table I gives a value of about 10 nm5100 Å
for the orbit radius in the lowest Landau level atB510 T, a
typical value for high-field IQHE investigations.!

Fig. 12. Measurements and calculations of a Hall potentialVH(y) induced
by passing a longitudinal current,I x55 mA, through a 2D Hall effect
sample. The data points show measurements ofVH(y) that were made by
Fonteinet al. ~Ref. 40! by observing the birefringence of GaAs induced b
the electric field,Ey52dV(y)/dy. The spatial resolution of the measure
ment was given as 70mm. Their scheme is one of several which have be
introduced to avoid the field perturbations induced by electrical conta
The solid curve gives a calculation based on the work of MacDonaldet al.
~Ref. 39!. The figure is taken from Ref. 6, reproduced by permission
Academic Press, Inc.
291 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 4, April 1999
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To investigate the energetics of the situation near t
sample boundaries, we need the energy diagram of Fig.
At the two edges of the sample, wherey56w/2, the Landau
level energies turn upwards in response to the confining
tential. The edge currents are populated by electrons at
Fermi energy in these turned-up Landau levels. Figure 14
set up on the assumption that particular values ofnA andB
have set the Fermi levelEF so that only the first two bulk
Landau levels are occupied. The edge current will then
formed from electrons in both of these levels. The termin
ogy ‘‘edge channels’’ has been introduced to describe
contributions to the edge current from the wave functions
different Landau levels. In the case chosen for Fig. 14, t
quantum ‘‘channels’’ are occupied. The term ‘‘channels’’
used in the same sense as in our earlier description of qu
tization of 1D conductance. That is, electrons in each qu
tum state established by the confinement can separately

.

Fig. 13. A schematic rendition of a Hall effect 2D sample, with notatio
matching that of Fig. 1~b!. We focus now on patterns of charge flow within
the sample, with the stipulation thatB is sufficiently large that a cyclotron
orbit radius is very much smaller than the sample width,w. ~Easily satisfied
in large fields—see Table I.! The ‘‘Edge currents’’ derive from the so-called
‘‘skipping orbits,’’ occasioned by specular reflection of cyclotron motion
the sample edges. The cross-hatched regions represent patches of s
occupied by electrons in localized states, with encircling currents deriv
from local skipping orbits.

Fig. 14. A model of ‘‘what happens to Landau energy levels at sam
boundaries.’’ This sketch envisions a rectangular well, with walls at t
sample edges,y56w/2. With the value of the Fermi energy,EF , as shown,
two Landau levels pass throughEF near the sample edges, giving rise to tw
‘‘edge channels.’’
291D. F. Holcomb
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tribute to the overall current, forming a ‘‘channel.’’ In th
discussion of Sec. III, the confinement was engineered
voltage gates. For the IQHE, the edge channels are set u
the sample boundaries that are responsible for the confi
potential of Fig. 14.

Note that the electrons forming the edge channels lie at
Fermi energy, with nearby, unoccupied energy states av
able. Thus, these electrons are available to carry current
der the impetus of an applied electric field.

One model for the IQHE has been developed in wh
properties of these edge currents combine with the existe
of localized states to establish the fundamental quantum
lation for the Hall resistance,Rxy5h/ ie2, and the accompa
nying condition,rxx50. This picture began with an inge
nious argument introduced by Laughlin41 and elaborated and
extended by Halperin.42 Another version of the argument i
given by Kittel.43

Büttiker44 has argued that the existence of the Quant
Hall state can be understood in terms of the special pro
ties of current injected into these edge channels by the ex
nal current source. Bu¨ttiker gives a particularly thorough an
measurement-oriented picture of how the Quantum Hall s
develops in macroscopic samples with real contact prob

It is not possible to do Bu¨ttiker’s treatment justice in a
short space in this paper. But the two key IQHE key resu
@Rxy5h/ ie2, andrxx50] emerge, provided that two cond
tions are maintained:~1! The probes #1 and #2 in Fig. 1
which measureVx must be sufficiently distant from the cu
rent injection and extraction contacts that a well-defin
chemical potential~i.e., thermodynamic equilibrium! is es-
tablished in the regions labeleda and b. ~2! The magnetic
field B must be sufficiently large that the sample widthw is
much greater than the magnetic lengthl B . In Büttiker’s
model, the quantum numberi is given directly by the numbe
of edge channels which are occupied at the given value
nA and B. ~As an example: For the sketch of Fig. 13, wi
two edge channels occupied by electrons with two s
states, we would have the Quantum Hall state withRxy

5h/4e2.) Implicit in Büttiker’s treatment is his centra
physical argument, that the particular form of electron
sponse to the large magnetic field—i.e., the skipping o
structure shown in Fig. 13—inhibits electron scatteri
across the sample from left-going to right-going edge c
rents. Absence of this cross-sample scattering is sufficien
give the ‘‘perfect conductor’’ behavior of the edge path b
tween probes #1 and #2, even though these electrons in
edge channelsare near the Fermi level and are, in principl
subject to scattering. We note that the existence of sam
boundaries has required an elaboration of the earlier a
ment, that for values ofEF between Landau levels, no sca
tering could occur.

3. Experimental investigations of the edge channel mode

In the complicated but elegant picture developed by B¨tt-
iker, the longitudinal current is carried entirely in the ed
channels. However, his treatment is essentially a ‘‘small c
rent’’ model, and does not really exclude the possibility th
some current might also be carried across the full width
the sample. Experimental exploration of this issue by a g
variety of experimental schemes has been extensive. A n
ber of these experiments39,45,46 demonstrate rather conclu
sively that ~1! well-defined edge currents do exist, but th
~2! current can also be carried throughout the width of
292 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 4, April 1999
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sample. Reference 45 gives an extensive list of other exp
ments whose results bear upon the question of current di
bution.

The experiments described by Jeanneretet al.46 employed
a Corbino-disc sample geometry. From their results, the
thors draw the conclusion that while edge currents in
form suggested in Fig. 13 certainly exist, currents may a
flow without dissipation in the bulk of a sample which is
the Quantum Hall state. A similar conclusion is given
Beenakker and van Houten~Ref. 6, p. 177!. But one should
note that the radial bulk currents measured by Jeann
et al. represent the analog of a transient currentj y in the Hall
bar configuration. Thus, while their results are significa
they do not bear immediately on the issue of edge curr
versus bulk current in Hall bar measurements. They do, h
ever, highlight the possibility that more experiments w
samples in the Corbino geometry may yield important inf
mation to supplement the Hall bar measurements.~See Ap-
pendix B for a brief discussion of the Corbino disc geome
and the Jeanneretet al. results.!

Is there a consistent picture which can accommodate b
the edge channel model and experimental results of the
displayed in Fig. 12? In the Bu¨tikker picture, lossless curren
carried in edge channels maintains an equipotential along
sample edges, as measured byVx @Fig. 1~b!.# These edge
currents are composed of electrons at the Fermi level.
suppression of large angle scattering from states at one
into either states at the opposite edge or into interior state
shown by Bu¨ttiker to give both conditions,rxx50 and the
quantization ofRxy .

In the interior regions far from the edges, electrons
extended states within Landau levels belowEF can carry
current, but dissipative scattering is inhibited by the unav
ability of nearby energy states.~Remember that this situatio
is familiar in ordinary metallic conduction. Only electron
which at the moment occupy states within an energykT of
the Fermi energyEF are subject to scattering, but the fu
electron distribution moves along at the drift velocity.!

It seems possible that the existence of local variations
potential or of charge densitynA in the interior of a sample
can accommodate a melding of the Laughlin–Halperi
Büttiker model with the experimental realities of the so
exhibited in Fig. 12.47 For example, nonconducting island
~host areas for localized states! in the interior of the sample
suggested in the sketch of Fig. 13, may promote a lo
equivalent of edge channels. The experiments of van Ha
et al.,45 in which internal energy shifts are generated by ad
ing a transverse gradient in local values ofnA , show how
internal quantum channels can be formed. Recent exp
ments by Tessmeret al.48 probe local values ofnA by means
of a capacitive measure of subsurface charge accumula
and show how these values may vary as a consequenc
some local properties of the 2D electron system.

While a 1993 theoretical paper by D. B. Chklovskii and
A. Lee49 is directed primarily toward analysis of transpo
phenomena observed whenB lies in the transition ranges
between IQHE plateaus, the model described in its introd
tory section gives clues toward a satisfactory picture of
effects of disorder when the system does fall in a plate
region. That introductory section points toward one source
disorder specific to the GaAs heterostructure samp
namely, the effects of inhomogeneities in the spatial dis
bution of the ionized donors in the AlGaAs layer~see Fig. 6!.
292D. F. Holcomb
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Such inhomogeneities will result in variations in the loc
value of nA , the electron concentration in the GaAs inve
sion layer. These variations can, in turn, lead to a mi
state, with a Quantum Hall state threading through other
gions. A complete picture of the Quantum Hall state in r
samples may demand full knowledge about the interior,
ordered structure of experimental samples, knowledge
yet available.

A different and useful perspective on the overall probl
of the current distribution, from a phenomenological point
view, has been developed by Cage and Lavine.50 As in Sec.
IV C of this paper, Cage and Lavine focus on considera
of the potential distribution function,V(y). They consider a
potential distribution function which is a combination of t
‘‘confining potential’’ ~as shown in Fig. 14 of this paper! and
a ‘‘charge-redistribution potential’’~of form similar to the
solid curve of Fig. 12!. Again, the current distributionj x(y)
can be obtained with the use of Eq.~26!. Their results for
V(y) and j x(y) reinforce the conclusions reached in Ref. 3

In summary, the difficult issues of establishing the act
functional form of j x(y) in samples residing in the Quantu
Hall state, and the relationship of this form to such matter
~a! the spatial nature of the localized states within a sam
or ~b! the magnitude of the total currentI x remain matters of
unfinished business.

Not surprisingly, there is a maximum value of the lon
tudinal current densityj x beyond which the IQHE is de
stroyed. The specific value will, of course, depend on vari
conditions of sample and experiments. As one exam
Ebert et al.51 found a breakdown in the IQHE in their pa
ticular sample above a valuej x>1.0 A/m atB56 T. ~Such a
value of current density corresponds to a current of ab
100 mA in a sample with widthw5100mm.)

F. State of the theoretical model

To summarize: The picture I have sketched ou
quantization in Landau levels, with level filling maintaine
by capturing the Fermi level in a regime of localized stat
and conditions onrxx and Rxy maintained by the particula
quantum dynamics of electrons in a very large magn
field—appears to provide a coherent and rather comp
model with which to describe the observed phenomena o
IQHE. In spite of this success, however, a fully develop
and predictive microscopic theory, with supporting expe
mental measurements, has remained elusive. Eighteen
later, the Quantum Hall state remains an object of inten
study!

V. A BRIEF TREATMENT OF QUANTUM
INTERFERENCE EFFECTS „REF. 52…

A. Coherent backscattering and ‘‘weak localization’’

An early experimental example of visible effects of ele
tron quantum interference was the observation, as the
perature was decreasing nearT50 K, of a small increase in
resistance of a material in which that resistance is contro
by elastic scattering from impurities or other crystalline d
fects. In a sequence of theoretical papers noted in a nice
tutorial and review paper by Bergmann,53 it was proposed
that this resistance increase results from a quantum ele
self-interference effect which accompanies elastic scatte
of electrons by impurities or other structural defects. T
293 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 4, April 1999
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effect is graphically described as ‘‘coherent backscatterin
~CBS!. Figure 15 conveys the idea. The clockwise path
beled A represents a possible trajectory~in the Feynman
path-integral sense! in which a series of elastic scatterin
events takes the electron back to its starting point. In
Feynman picture, for every phase-preserving path A, ther
a companion time-reversed path A* with exactly the same
set of phase shifts, taken in inverse sequence. When all
sible paths are summed, the pair A and A* will give con-
structive interference which constitutes a nonzero contri
tion to backscattering from the array of elastic scatter
centers. Key to the development of the model suggeste
Fig. 15 was the realization that while elastic scattering inh
its the free motion of the electron in the classical sense
doesnot destroy the QM phase coherence of the elect
wave function. In other words, while there may be a pha
shift associated with the scattering, that shift would be
same for successive encounters of the particular scatte
center by electrons of the samek vector. Said another way: I
a monochromatic beam of electrons is projected through
array of elastic scattering centers, an interference pat
would be seen on a surrounding screen. We emphasize
the two paths sketched in Fig. 15 arenot those of two elec-
trons, but rather two symbolic paths of wave function dev
opment, in the Feynman path-integral framework.

This enhancement of backscattering has been ca
‘‘weak localization.’’ A more descriptive term would prob
ably be ‘‘incipient localization.’’ I note that the model sug
gested by Fig. 15, used by Bergman, turns out to be v
only in the regime in whichkFl el@1. This condition itself
signals that we remain in the conducting regime, well abo
the Ioffe–Regel limit alluded to in Table II.

Confirmation of the CBS model for the anomalous res
tance increase came from observations that application
magnetic field~to produce adifferent set of phase shifts in

Fig. 15. A sketch of a pair of electron paths a la Feynman which contrib
to coherent backscattering of electrons at low temperature, where the p
scrambling effects of inelastic scattering are fading away. In a path-inte
type calculation of the evolution of an electron wave function following
scattering event at the origin 0, one might find a clockwise path in the co
of which the electron experiences ten elastic scattering, phase-prese
events and returns to 0. Also appearing will be a time-reversed~counter-
clockwise! path of the same shape in which the total phase accumula
matches that of the clockwise path. The constructive interference of the
paths, upon return to the origin 0, enhances the backscattering effect a
temperatures. The consequence is a small increase in measured resista
the sample.~Idea for sketch taken from Fig. 2.5 of Ref. 53.!
293D. F. Holcomb
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. 16.
the clockwise and counterclockwise paths of Fig. 15! de-
presses the resistance increase by destroying the cohe
which generates the CBS effect. Curiously enough, the re
tance rise could also be depressed in some cases byraising
the temperature—as the temperature rises, the electron p
memory timetf is decreased, thus diminishing the streng
of the CBS by interrupting the phase-preserving paths of F
15. While the effects of CBS can be seen in bulk, 3
samples, the effects are more pronounced in 2D, where
restriction to a plane of Feynman paths of the sort sketc
out in Fig. 15 strengthens the backscattering.

The quantum electron CBS has its precise analog in
coherent backscattering of light in an irregular optical m
dium, as recently described by Corey, Kissner, and Saul
in this Journal.54 Optical analogues of many of the oth
electron quantum interference phenomena~and vice versa!
exist.55

B. Conductance fluctuations—a sample-specific quantum
interference effect

A final item in our list of striking quantum interferenc
effects is the phenomenon which has been termed ‘‘Univ
sal’’ Conductance Fluctuations. The term ‘‘universa
means that it is a phenomenon seen in all 1D or 2D me
copic samples with substantial disorder, provided that
phase conserving lengthl f is much greater than the distanc
between voltage measurement probes. Figure 16 disp
differential conductance measurements made by We
Washburn, and Umbach,56 as a function of current, for a 0.
mm length of Sb ‘‘wire.’’ The sample dimensions transver
to current flow were 0.08mm by 0.1mm. The sample tem-
perature was 10 mK, in a magnetic field of 3 T. Note that
pattern of fluctuations is not symmetrical about zero curre
The fluctuations do not represent the usualtime-dependen
noise sources. They are dependent on thevoltage difference
DV applied between sample ends.

These variations inG can be generated by either changi
the electrochemical potential across the sample, as in Fig
or in a MOSFET by varying the gate voltage, by changi
the value of an applied magnetic field, or by altering t
distribution of inelastic scattering centers. It is found th
whatever the scheme used to generatedG, the fluctuations in
G, the condition

Fig. 16. Fluctuations in conductance of a 0.6-mm length of antimony w
as a function of current through the wire. Note that the departures f
ohmic behavior~i.e.,G independent ofI! are ‘‘random’’ in the sense that the
patterns for positive and negative currents are not connected by any ob
symmetry.@Reprinted from ‘‘Quantum Interference Fluctuations in Diso
dered Metals,’’ by Richard A. Webb and Sean Washburn, Phys. Today41,
46–53~December 1988!, with permission of the American Institute of Phys
ics.#
294 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 4, April 1999
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is maintained.
A great variety of experiments and a full theory by Le

Stone, and Fukuyama57 make it clear that these fluctuation
arise from quantum interference patterns whose exact f
changes when electron paths are altered by changing
current, magnetic field, or Fermi level. Figure 17 sugge
what is going on. The form of an electron wave front whi
traverses the sample and reaches a measurement pro
determined by the configuration of the set of diffracting o
jects ~i.e., elastic scattering centers! between current injec-
tion and measurement. Varying any parameter which al
the electron flow pattern among the scattering centers~e.g.,
an applied magnetic field! will change the output waveform
and, hence, change the total current. This description wo
suggest that changing the concentration or configuration
elastic scattering centers would generate a different pat
of fluctuations. Various indirect experiments show that s
prising conclusion to be exactly true! While repeating
given experiment on a given sample will always generate
same pattern, that particular pattern is native to the that
ticular conducting sample, provided the scattering center
tribution is not changed.

I emphasize that these variations inG arenot ascribable to
various known sources oftime-dependentelectrical noise—
e.g., Johnson noise, shot noise, 1/f noise. The magnitude is
much larger than, e.g., the Johnson noise, at the low temp
tures which are required to keepl f sufficiently long. More-
over, the observed repeatability of a given pattern for a giv
sample excludes these random noise sources.

VI. SUMMARY

By reducing one or two dimensions of a 3D conducti
sample to lengths comparable to the Fermi wavelength
number of electron quantum wave effects are made mani
Each of them stems from some combination of several b
quantum-mechanical phenomena.

Quantized conductance in 1D systems:The stairstep val-
ues of conductanceG stem from successive occupancy of t
various current channels which are associated with the qu
tum levels determined by the width of a conducting pathw
~‘‘waveguide modes’’!. Samples are 1D in the sense that t
quantum standing wave patterns direct charge flow alon
single dimension.

Integral Quantum Hall Effect:The discrete Landau level
formed in a 2D sample are fundamentally responsible for
plateaus seen in the Hall resistanceVH5IRxy . But key to a
full description of the pattern of current flow and the vanis
ing of longitudinal resistancerxx in a Hall experiment are~1!
the role of localized states for many electrons, and, for

,
m

us

Fig. 17. Sketch to suggest how elastic scattering from a particular impu
configuration leads to a particular quantum interference pattern, and, he
to a particular pattern of conductance fluctuations, such as shown in Fig
294D. F. Holcomb
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Hall bar configuration,~2! the effect of sample edges, whi
push Landau levels through the Fermi energy and gen
the quantized edge currents important to stability of
Quantum Hall state.

Quantum interference effects (also seen in 3D in m
form): For samples with dimensions small compared to
phase coherence lengthl f but large compared to the inelas
length, l el, a variety of effects which arise from electr
interference patterns within the bulk materials of mesosc
dimensions can be found and studied. These effects~coher-
ent backscattering, quantum interference patterns, univ
conductance fluctuations! can be understood in terms of
model in which the key event is an elastic scattering, w
retained phase memory, of an electron by an impurity
other defect in the lattice of the conductor.
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APPENDIX A: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN j x„y…
AND Vy IN THE HALL BAR CONFIGURATION

In modeling the actual electron motion in an externa
injected currentI x under the effects of a large magnetic fie
Bz the concept of ‘‘guiding center drift’’~of the cyclotron
orbit center!58 has been introduced. The drift velocity of th
guiding center motion can be described by the equation

vdrift~x,y,z!5
1

B2 “V3B.

Hence,

vx5
1

B2

]Vy

]y
Bz ,

and, thus, the current densityj x(y) is given by

j x~y!5nAevx5
nAe

B

]Vy

]y
.

APPENDIX B: THE CORBINO DISC
CONFIGURATION

Figure 18 shows the basic idea of the physical arra
ment introduced by O. M. Corbino59 in the early 20th cen
tury to permit measurements of the Hall effect in circu
thin puddles of liquid conductor. In his initial arrangeme
current was injected at the center of a disc, and collected
circumferential, bounding circular ring. With this arrang
ment, Hall current flows azimuthally around the disc~or
ring! in response to thev3B force.

With ac excitation, the Corbino configuration avoids qu
tions associated with unknown effects of current injection
voltage measurement contacts. Two schemes, inverses o
another, are possible.~1! Driving an ac radial current densit
i r , generates an azimuthal, alternating Hall current. A se
coil with plane parallel to the disc will pick up the alternati
B field arising from the Hall current.~2! Application of an
alternating field parallel to the main, static fieldB0 will gen-
295 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 4, April 1999
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erate an alternating azimuthal current by Faraday’s law. A
tions of B0 on this azimuthal current will, in turn, generat
an alternating radial Hall current,i r .

The scheme labeled~2! in the preceding paragraph is a
experimental realization of thegedankenexperiment intro-
duced by Halperin, which he used to illuminate the source
the basic quantization,Vr5I wih/e2. Jeanneretet al. em-
ployed an arrangement of this sort. They find the alternat
radial current to be lossless. There is no obvious place
edge channels to flow in the radial direction, and they co
clude that the existence of edge currents is not required
order to give the lossless currents characteristic of the IQH
~This alternating radial current is associated with the electr
transfer from inner edge to outer edge of the Corbino sam
which is featured in the Halperin version of the Laughl
argument.!
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SOFTWARE LIMITATIONS

For all the achievements made possible by computers, there is growing concern in the
engineering-design community that there are numerous pitfalls that can be encountered in using
software packages. All software begins with some fundamental assumptions that translate into
fundamental limitations, but these are not always displayed prominently in advertisements. Indeed,
some of the limitations of software might be equally unknown to the vendor and to the customer.
Perhaps the most damaging limitation is that software can be misused or used inappropriately by
an inexperienced or overconfident engineer.
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